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with automake to produce Makefile.in

AUTOMAKE_OPTIONS = cygnus include
$(top_srcdir)/src/automake/generic.am ## If you

have no m4, don't bother creating Makefile.in
noinst_PROGRAMS = fast-assign-agent.out fast-

assign-agent_SOURCES = fast-assign-agent.c fast-
assign-agent_LDADD =../lib/libagent.la if PASS_ACS
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radicals in fluorine-induced liver injury. In
experiments where Fischer rats were fluorosed and

then exposed to X-rays, their ability to repair
oxygen-dependent radicals was significantly

impaired when liver lesions were observed. When
the same animals received fluorosis and were

protected from free radical damage by large doses
of riboflavin the ability to repair oxygen radicals

was restored to control levels. Thus, in the
presence of liver damage, fluorides seem to act in a

manner similar to that of free radicals. It is
suggested that heme-independent free radicals
produced by the attack of fluorides on serum

albumin may be involved in liver lesions.Novel
candidate gene for seed protein content in maize.
Several genes that regulate the accumulation of
seed storage proteins in maize have been cloned
and their functions elucidated. However, most of
these studies have focused on genes that control
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the accumulation of storage proteins in the
endosperm of the developing grain. In this study,

DNA-DNA and DNA-cDNA hybridization, in situ
hybridization, and RFLP-based mapping techniques

were used to investigate the presence of a gene
that may influence the accumulation of endosperm

proteins in developing grain, a putative novel
regulatory gene that is expressed prior to

cellularisation of the endosperm in maize. The
sequences of two DNA fragments from the maize

haploid, Mo17B, which have been previously
identified as associated with
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